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Summary. CatS is a meta-search engine that utilizes text classification techniques to improve
the presentation of search results. After posting a query, the user is offered an opportunity to
refine the results by browsing through a category tree derived from the dmoz Open Direc-
tory topic hierarchy. This paper describes some key aspects of the system (including HTML
parsing, classification and displaying of results), outlines the text categorization experiments
performed in order to choose the right parameters for classification, and puts the system into
the context of related work on (meta-)search engines. The approach of using a separate cate-
gory tree represents an extension of the standard relevance list, and provides a way to refine
the search on need, offering the user a non-imposing, but potentially powerful tool for locat-
ing needed information quickly and efficiently. The current implementation of CatS may be
considered a baseline, on top of which many enhancements are possible.

1 Introduction

Modern general-purpose Web search engines like Google and Yahoo, although in-
valuable, could benefit from improvements in many areas, including coverage (only
a portion of the Web is indexed by any one search engine), relevance ranking of
Web pages with regards to a query, and presentation of results. For this reason many
meta-search engines have been set up, which address coverage and ranking issues
by aggregating results returned by several search engines for a specific query (Dog-
pile, Mamma), and may also attempt (more rarely, however) to give an alternative
presentation of results using clustering techniques (Vivissimo, KartOO). This pa-
per will describe CatS (http://stribog.im.ns.ac.yu/cats/) – a meta-search engine
that focuses on presentation of search results by automatically sorting them into a
hierarchy of topics employing text categorization [23], instead of the widely used
clustering methods.

To illustrate the benefits of rendering search results in a form different from the
now standard relevance list model, whatever technique is used, consider two scenar-
ios at the opposite extremes of user intention:
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(i) a user looking for a very specific piece of information (“I need some information
about this particular model of guitar.”), and

(ii) a user attempting to learn about, or simply browse pages related to some broader
topic (“I want to read something about animals living in England.”).

In both cases a search engine may fail the user – for (i) a good example is given in [6],
where the query ‘martin d93 guitar,’ which refers to a legendary model of guitar
manufactured by C. F. Martin, returned dozens of unrelated pages ranked higher than
any truly relevant answer1. If the relevant search results were sorted, for example,
into topic Arts → Music, they would have been easier to trace.

For case (ii) the benefits of sorting are even more obvious – for instance, pages
about Animals, the band, would have been separated from pages about English
wildlife.

The common denominator of both described cases is query ambiguity. In the first
case the ambiguity was introduced by the content and structure of the Web, coupled
with the ranking algorithms of search engines. Relying on inverse document frequen-
cies made search engines rank any page which contained the rare term ‘d93’ unrealis-
tically high, disregarding the term’s connection to ‘martin’ or ‘guitar.’ Furthermore,
“fancy hits,” such as pages containing query terms as part of e-mail addresses, in-
troduced additional mixup. In the second case the ambiguity simply resulted from
different possible meanings of the word ‘animals.’ Resolution of ambiguity, like the
one described above, is given additional importance by the finding that the majority
of queries posted to search engines consist of only one word [2].

Practically all meta-search engines that provide an alternative presentation of
search results rely on clustering techniques, which may generate excellent topic hi-
erarchies for some queries, but prove not so satisfactory for others (see Sections 4
and 5 for a more comprehensive discussion). Although classification was often men-
tioned as a possible method for enhancing the presentation of search results [11, 23],
it has seldom been attempted in practice. Some general-purpose search engines do
indicate topics of their Web search results, but only for pages which are actually
included in the employed Web-page directories – no automatic classification is per-
formed. To our knowledge, CatS is the first freely available meta-search engine to
rely solely on classification in the result sorting task.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next Section describes the
CatS meta-search system: its usage and implementation, including HTML parsing,
classification, and presentation of results. Section 3 outlines the text categorization
experiments performed in order to choose the right combination of document repre-
sentation, feature selection method and classification algorithm. Section 4 discusses
the system in the context of related work on (meta-)search engines, and the last Sec-
tion concludes with an analysis of the pros and cons of the chosen approach, and
points out relevant directions for future work.
1 In the meantime, a couple of D93 guitars have appeared on online shopping sites, but

the vast majority of results still refer to models of electronic devices and obscure e-mail
addresses.
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2 The CatS Meta-search Engine

CatS operates by forwarding the user query to a major Web search engine, and dis-
playing the returned results together with a tree of topics which can be browsed to
sort and refine the results. Figure 1 shows the top 100 results for query ‘animals eng-
land,’ returned from Yahoo, displayed according to their original order of relevance
in root category All, and Fig. 2 depicts the portion of the results classified into cat-
egory Arts → Music. Therefore, this model of presentation, from a user interface
point of view, can be considered an extension of the standard relevance list.

2.1 CatS Structure

The system is implemented as a Java servlet running on an Apache Tomcat server.
The basic structure and flow of information is illustrated in Fig. 3. The user posts
a query (1) and chooses the search engine to be used via a simple HTML form.
The CatS servlet reads the query, forwards it verbatim to the search engine, and
retrieves the results in HTML format (2). It then parses the HTML, extracting the
title, hyperlink and excerpt of each result. The results are then classified based on
their titles and excerpts, and the category tree (3), together with the results, is sent to
the user for viewing.

HTML Parsing. An open-source HTML parsing library simply called HTMLParser
(http://htmlparser.sourceforge.net/) was used to extract the titles, links and ex-
cerpts of search results, using its convenient filter mechanism. The filter for Yahoo
search results, which builds a NodeList data structure of A tags containing titles and
links, and DIV tags with the excerpts, is defined as follows

new OrFilter(

new AndFilter(

new TagNameFilter("A"),

new HasAttributeFilter("class", "yschttl")),

new HasAttributeFilter("class", "yschabstr"));

The list is built from A tags which have the attribute ‘class’ set to the value ‘yschttl,’
and any tags (in this case DIVs) with ‘class’ set to ‘yschabstr.’ Concrete text is then
trivially extracted from the formed list of alternating As and DIVs.

The filter approach is robust to changes in HTML content of search results pages
that are unrelated to the properties described above. Even if a change breaks the
parser, the administrator is notified and the filter can quickly be adjusted using the
visual tool for filter construction provided with HTMLParser. Currently, the system’s
parsers support Yahoo, Teoma and AllTheWeb search engines.

Classification. The categories for sorting search results are based on topics from
the dmoz Open Directory (as of July 2, 2005), and are organized in a hierarchical
manner. Two levels were considered enough for the sorting task – eleven top-level
categories were chosen, namely Arts, Business, Computers, Games, Health, Home,
Recreation, Science, Shopping, Society and Sports; and an additional category Other
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Fig. 1. All results displayed by CatS for query ‘animals england’

Fig. 2. Results for query ‘animals england’ classified into Arts → Music
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Fig. 3. CatS structure and information flow

was added for unclassified documents. The second level of dmoz contains simply
too many categories to be employed in unmodified form, therefore many categories
needed to be merged or discarded. The criteria that were followed when performing
these operations were the apparent relatedness of certain topics (like Artificial Intelli-
gence and Robotics), their specificity (Volleyball, Handball etc. were all merged into
Ball Sports), and small number of examples (such categories were either discarded
or merged with a related topic). Since English is a highly predominant language on
the Web, at this time the system focuses on English language documents only.

For each category, a binary classifier was trained using Web-page titles and de-
scriptions from dmoz data. The employed classification algorithm is the Comple-
mentNaiveBayes classifier from the WEKA machine learning environment [24]. The
document representation, feature selection method and classification algorithm were
not chosen ad hoc, but were based on a controlled set of experiments (see Section 3).

During classification, the first step is to decide which results belong in each top-
level category. Then, if a category is populated by more than 10 results, classification
is done at the second level. Since the classifiers are binary, each search result may
belong to multiple categories, or none, in which case it is sorted into Other.

The Category Tree. Upon classification, the servlet generates a JavaScript tree data
structure containing the names of all categories, and array indexes of results classified
into each. Figure 4 shows the category tree of 10 results returned by Yahoo for query
‘animals england,’ and a sample entry for arrays of tiles, links and excerpts. The
tree data, together with the arrays, is embedded into the header of the HTML page
presented back to the user, and the category tree is displayed in the left frame of the
page using Treeview (http://www.treeview.net/) – a JavaScript tree menu library.

Using this approach, all browsing is done “offline” on the user’s computer, max-
imizing the responsiveness of the system, and freeing the Web server from session
management and additional query processing.
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tree = new Cat("All",[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9],

[ new Cat("Arts",[1,2],[]),

new Cat("Computers",[2],[]),

new Cat("Health",[0,1,3,4,7,9],[]),

new Cat("Recreation",[1,3,5,9],[]),

new Cat("Science",[0,5,7],[]),

new Cat("Shopping",[2,9],[]),

new Cat("Other",[6,8],[])

]);

. . .

title [0] = "New England Physical Therapy for Animals > About NEPTA";

link [0] = "http://www.pt4animals.com/";

excerpt[0] = "New England Physical Therapy for Animals provides...";

title [1] = "Animals in England";

link [1] = "http://www.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/customs/...";

excerpt[1] = "... Animals of England and the rest of Britain. ...";

title [2] = "Animals CD’s and Videos";

link [2] = "http://www.chordsandtab.com/animals_cd’s_and_videos.htm";

excerpt[2] = "Animals CD’s and Videos brought to you by Chords And...";

Fig. 4. JavaScript data structures generated for classified search results

3 Text Categorization Experiments

Prior to implementing the meta-search engine, two rounds of text categorization ex-
periments were performed, in order to determine the best combination of classifiers,
document representations and feature selection methods for the task of sorting search
results. The experiments involved five classifiers from WEKA: ComplementNaive-
Bayes – a variant of the classic Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm [21, 8], SMO – an imple-
mentation of Platt’s Sequential Minimal Optimization method for training Support
Vector Machines [15, 7], VotedPerceptron – introduced by Freund and Schapire [5],
IBk – a form of k-Nearest Neighbor [1], and J48 – an implementation of revision 8
of the C4.5 decision tree learner [17].

The first round of experiments dealt with document representations – variations
of the bag-of-words model – and included all possible combinations of stemming (us-
ing the Porter Stemmer [16]), normalization, term frequencies and their logarithms,
and inverse document frequency transformations. Stopword elimination (using the
standard stopword list from [22]) was done as a preprocessing step for all texts.

The second round concentrated on determining the best feature selection method
and reduction rate, and included chi-square, information gain, gain ratio, ReliefF and
symmetrical uncertainty criteria [23, 11, 9, 24]. All experiments were performed in
5 runs of 4-fold cross validation on datasets extracted from dmoz, and the values of
standard evaluation measures – accuracy, precision, recall, F1 and F2 [23] – were
compared using the the corrected resampled t-test [12] supplied with WEKA.
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Table 1. Performance of classification (in %) using the best document representations on the
Home dataset without feature selection, together with improvements over the worst represen-
tations (statistically significant ones are in boldface)

CNB SMO VP IBk J48
Accuracy 82.56 (5.26) 83.19 (1.67) 78.38 (5.12) 74.93 (21.96) 71.77 (3.64)
Precision 81.24 (8.66) 85.67 (3.86) 80.45 (7.85) 71.32 (14.32) 90.24 (1.60)

Recall 83.91 (1.81) 78.93 (3.80) 74.06 (0.96) 81.66 (45.20) 47.59 (10.59)
F1 82.48 (3.64) 82.07 (2.17) 77.02 (4.23) 76.07 (33.90) 62.12 (9.09)
F2 83.31 (2.19) 80.14 (3.30) 75.20 (2.16) 79.31 (39.72) 52.48 (10.41)

The first round of experiments demonstrated that there are statistically significant
differences between document representations for every classifier with at least one
measure. Table 1 illustrates this finding for one extracted dataset in which positive
examples are taken from dmoz’s Home category, and negative examples uniformly
(in a stratified fashion) from all other first-level topics.

The overall result of the experiments, concerning the problem of sorting search
results, was that the combination of the normalized term frequency representation,
with stemming, but without any feature selection method, and the Complement-
NaiveBayes classifier was best suited for the task. For reasons similar to those in [11],
the F2 measure was valued most, which gives precedence to recall over precision,
i.e. it prefers false positives to false negatives. What this means for categorization
of search results is that it is more desirable to overpopulate categories to a certain
extent, than leave results unclassified in the Other category. Furthermore, Comple-
mentNaiveBayes exhibited an order of magnitude faster training times than all other
classifiers, and was among the quickest at classification as well.

Detailed accounts of the experiments are presented in [20, 18].

4 Related Work

As for general-purpose search engines, information available on meta-search engines
is rather sparse, but research has been gaining momentum in recent years. SnakeT
(http://snaket.di.unipi.it/) is the most recent implementation of a meta-search en-
gine which sorts results by clustering Web-page snippets2, and also provides Web
interfaces for books, news and blog domains [4]. Carrot2 (http://carrot2.source-
forge.net/) is an open-source “research framework for experimenting with auto-
mated querying of various data sources (such as search engines), processing search
results and their visualization,” which also relies on clustering [13]. CiiRarchies
(http://www.cs.loyola.edu/˜lawrie/hierarchies/) is a hierarchical clustering engine
for Web search results described in [10], while Highlight (http://highlight.njit.edu/)
provides the option to sort results at the outermost level using classification, before
resorting to clustering for deeper levels of the topic hierarchy [25]. All these systems
provide Web interfaces and published results, unlike leading commercial clustering
2 A Web-page snippet consists of the page’s title, link and excerpt.
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engines like Vivissimo.com and KartOO.com, which keep the details about the al-
gorithms they employ in hiding. According to [4], no meta-search engine, research
or commercial, has outperformed Vivissimo with regards to the quality of generated
clusters, and the majority of engines with known internal workings are rather slow,
which limits their usefulness in practice.

A pure classification approach to sorting search results was described in [3],
where a closed-environment study involving Internet users of different profiles
showed that their category style of presentation was generally preferred over the list
model. The authors chose to break up the list of results between categories right at
the initial displaying of results, showing only several examples from each category,
based on which the user could choose to “expand” a particular topic. This makes
their approach a replacement, rather than an extension of the standard relevance list.
This differentiates it from the approach taken in CatS, which is more in line with the
majority of clustering meta-search engines mentioned above.

Another way to utilize classification in sorting search results is by means of fo-
cused, or vertical search: the user is first asked to navigate and fix a particular cate-
gory of interest, and then post a query [23]. The results would not only be restricted
to the chosen (and related) categories, but also ranked in accordance with that partic-
ular line of search, instead of using only global link graph analysis [14]. But today,
when “googling” is becoming a synonym for “searching the Web,” changing the
user’s habits may prove a difficult, if not an impossible task. Thus, asking the user to
first fix a topic (by choosing a topic explicitly, or choosing the search engine itself)
and then post a query, as required by the majority of vertical search engines (like
LookSmart.com), can be viewed with reluctance by many users.

5 Conclusion

Using classification for sorting search results has both its advantages and disadvan-
tages. Categories are chosen by humans, rather than constructed by some clustering
algorithm, so it is clear what their meanings are, and the user will most probably find
browsing comfortable and intuitive. But, this clarity makes classification errors obvi-
ous, possibly reducing the user’s faith in the system. This effect was emphasized for
CatS by our choice to prefer overpopulating categories over leaving results unclassi-
fied. Furthermore, a fixed set of topics may not suit every query: for example, CatS
sorts almost all results for ‘java servlets’ under Computers → Programming, which
is unlikely to be particularly useful if computer programming is precisely what the
user is interested in. Clustering approaches to sorting search results tackle this issue
by dynamically generating topics from the list of results for every individual query.
But, while for some queries the identified topics look natural and helpful, for others
they may seem rather ambiguous – unclear as to what makes them “topics.”

The categories currently used by the presented meta-search system were chosen
and engineered by the authors in a rather ad hoc fashion. Further work on the system
may include a more systematic evaluation of the practical utility of every individual
category, based on user feedback and usage statistics. Fine-tuning of classifiers and
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adding some simple heuristics to improve classification performance is also on the
agenda. Aggregating results from several search engines, instead of (or in addition to
the option of) using only one, presents another possible path for development. Intro-
ducing additional levels of categories could improve their suitability to queries, with
the danger of compromising classification accuracy at deeper levels of the hierarchy.

Perhaps the most interesting and novel direction of research would be to investi-
gate a mixture of classification and clustering techniques for sorting results, present-
ing a marriage of the clarity and familiarity of human-engineered topics, with the
dynamic nature and adaptability of automatically generated clusters. To our knowl-
edge, in the research community this has only been attempted with Highlight, but
its choice to use classification only at the first category level seems to be a rigid
way to accomplish this. Delving into the Semantic Web arena, the marriage might be
achieved by utilizing ontologies both for Web pages (like dmoz) and human users
(with well-identified simple, but universal needs, intentions, profiles etc.). The on-
tologies could then impose constraints on the execution of a clustering algorithm,
or subsequent mapping of independently generated clusters to ontologies could be
performed using classification.

In the long run, on the scale from a feasibility demonstration to a full-fledged
search engine, CatS leans more to the former. The ideal scenario would be the inte-
gration of classification technology into existing, or newly crawled Web-page collec-
tions like the ones maintained by dominant general-purpose search engines. Then,
classification performance would be enhanced not only by the availability of full
Web-page texts, but also by consulting the link data used to calculate page rankings.
Furthermore, in the spirit of vertical search, results could be re-ranked depending on
the category being viewed, but without requiring the user to pre-determine the topic
of the search.

As it is, CatS presents a unification of the style of search result displaying which
is employed by many clustering meta-search engines (like Vivissimo), with text cat-
egorization techniques. Using the category tree as an extension of the relevance list
provides a way to refine the search on need, by browsing topics which are clear and
familiar, that way offering the user a non-imposing, but potentially powerful tool for
locating needed information quickly and efficiently.
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